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8-1egged essay went through many changes, but Wang's essays had already 

included what came later. ,,50 

We will look at two of Wang Ao's 8-1egged essays, which were later cited in 

Ch'ing collections as models for the form. In the first, based on a passage in the 

Analects "When the people have enough, how can the ruler alone have too little?" 

the essay deals with the ruler's responsibilities to provide a 

livelihood for his people.51 The second, based on the famous opening passage 

from the Analects "Is it not a joy to have friends come from afar?" 

focused on moral cultivation in Tao Learning Each was 

copied, printed, and studied by generations of civil examination candidates.53 

[1. ßreak ooen the tooif 

When the people below are prosperous, the ruler above will be prosperous. 

[2. Receivin!! the tooiç ]: 

The wealth of the ruler is stored among the people. 1f the people are 

prosperous, why should the ruler alone be poor? 

[3. ße!!innin!! discussio!! ]: 

1n giving advice to Duke Ai, Yu Jo said profoundly that the people and 

the ruler were implied that the Duke had increased taxation 

because he lacked resources. To ensure his the Duke 

should have first satisfied his people. 

: 

If one can honestly 
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then 

tithe one hundred mou with a mind to stay frugal and love the 

people, and the one-tenth tax is not levied so the people provide 

his livelihood, 

what the people would produce would not be for tax levies, 

what resources they have would not all be for tax co l1ection, 

there would be accumulation and surplus in village households, 

and no worries in caring for parents or raising children, 
there would be abundant grain and millet in the fields, 

and no anxiety about nurturing the living or seeing offthe dead. 

[5. Iransition 

Ifthe people have enough, how can the ruler alone be poor? 

1 know that 

The ruler could have everything if it were stored in village households, 
with no need to hoard it in his treasury as his goods. 
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The ruler could use everything if it were placed in the fields, 

with no need to accumulate it in his vaults as his possessions. 

With unlimited access, why requests would not be honored? 

With unlimited resources, over unpreparedness in an 

emergency? 

[7. 

Sacrificial animals and ritual grains would be sufficient for religious 

offerings; jades and si1ks would be abundant as gifts for tribute and 

audiences. 

Even if the people would supply what they have , so 

what shortage would there be? 

Foods and delicacies, beef and drinks would be sufficient for the needs 

of official gue5ts; carriages and hor5e5, weapons and annor would be 

sufficient for wartime preparations. 

Even if insufficient, the people would respond with what they 

have, 50 what shortage would there be? 
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[8. Conclusion 

Oh! Tithing originally was for the benefit of the people, and the 

sufficiency of the dynasty's resources arose in this way. Why should 

one raise taxes to seek prosperity? 

Wang's essay was included in Fang Pao's early Ch'ien-lung era collection óf 

outstanding Ming-Ch'ing 8-1egged essays, entitled Authorized Essays on 

the Four Books. Fang said of this Wang Ao piece: "The levels and sequence are 

refined and clear, moving from the shallow to the profound. When the meaning 

of the passage is completed, the essay's form also ends. This shows how our 

predecessors were truthful, concrete, and showed the way themselves. Those that 

came later, although their openings and closings, followings and reflections, were 

brought to completion and included ingenious changes, none could carry on the 
task. ,, 55 

• Cognitive Issues in 8-Legged Essays 

What immediately strikes us about Wang Ao's first essay is its exaggerated 

structural commitment to formal parallelism and thinking by analogy. Strict 
adherence to balanced clauses and balanced pairs of characters 

was required throughout the essay, but this feature becomes 

particularly rule-like in of the argument by building the three major 

legs of his essay.56 As the classical essay's length requirement increased from the 

five hundred characters common in late Ming times to over seven hundred during 

the mid-Ch'ing, the basic structure of the essay remained unchanged. During the 
reign, however, a dispute in the 1543 Shan-tung 

provincial examination over the veiled criticism ofthe throne in the "conclusion" in 

an 8-1egged essay led to a decline in the practice of ending the essay with rhetorical 
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ofthe sages" sheng-jen Without resorting to mediating 

commentaries and erudition, candidates were expected to a passage as if 

each spoke for the sage who had authored the canon. This "speaking in the place of 
a sage" form reminded Ch'ing scholars such as Ch'ien 

and Chiao of Chin and Yuan dynasty vernacular drama 

The rhetorical form of the essay also required 

the use of exclamatory particles and single-character conjunctions (called hsu-yen 
which captured the supposed diction and emotive force of the ancient sages. 

In other words, the written essay was encoded with oratorical elements, which also 

played out in the tonal musicality of the parallel phrases and clauses.77 

In the first essay on "When the people have enough, how can the ruler alone 

have too little?" Wang Ao was able to use the rigorous parallel structures in his 

essay to chide the ruler about raising taxes by invoking the name of Confucius's 

disciple Yu Jo, who had spoken ofthe unity between the interests ofthe people and 

the lord. This pre-Mencian voice of the priority of the people over the ruler (min 
wei allowed Wang Ao to frame the dramatic legs of the argument in 

such a way that the ruler was repeatedly told to think counter-intuitively. If the 

people are prosperous, then the ruler has no lack, no want, no worries. Raising 

taxes, the intuitive thing to do if the ruler sought to enhance imperial wealth, was 

rhetorically defeated in favor of improving the people's benefit. Within a 

formulaic 8-1egged grid, Wang Ao had presented in his essay the longstanding 

literati (read as "sages") role of remonstrating with the ruler. 

The second essay on "Is it not a joy to have friends come from afar?" allowed 
Wang Ao to transmit Ch'eng-Chu views of human commonality 

through the voice of Confucius in the Analects and celebrate the 

literati intellectual community. Again, the 8-legged essay grid, far from 

constricting such views into a lifeless collection of empty words (the usual view of 
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such essays), permitted Wang Ao to play out the piece as a musician plays out the 

notes of a required score with vituoso force and power. 79 

[1. ßreak ooen the 

Believing in and then studying commonalities, we can know how 

things are brought to completion. 

[2. Receiving the tooif ]: 

Study is the way to complete ourselves and to complete things. When 

afar and we with them, can we not 

authenticate their accomplishments? 

[3. ßeginning discussio!! ]: 

Moreover, virtue in the world by definition does not stand alone. Our 

studies contain the impulses of commonality. When after study we 

reach happiness, then we achieve self-completion. Is this not also the 

way things are brought to completion? 

Indeed 

There are many in the world who have humbly and eamestly 

responded to the times. Their thoughts of those earlier 

are similar to mine. It is just that they cannot illuminate them and 

have no way to express the ardor oftheir faith and commitment. 

There are many in the world who bravely follow the Way. Their 

search for like-minded people is similar to mine. It is just that 
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they cannot complete this in themselves and lack the heart to 

motivate themselves to return to the Way. 

[5. Iransition leg 

Now, todiscuss it only in light of study, then 

Those who study what 1 study, and whose ardor for emulation has 

no thought of distance, come and share the same feelings with me. 

Those who say what 1 say, and who do not leave far behind the 

sounds ofthe drum-dance, come and share the same response. 

Although living as if fenced off in a he can still make light 

of it if buoyed by the presence of those enlightened earlier and if 

moved by memories of warm intimacy and the ardor of solidarity. 

Although hemmed in by the danger of peaks and gorges, he can still 

yearn for return if he calls for like-minded people, and if he 

harbors the hope for reunion. 
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This is not a matter of my seeking them. The 

goodness of human nature resides in my friend as it does in me. 

make sincerity clear for myself. Even those living a hundred 

generations later will still be moved by this. How much more so 

those that live in this age! 

Nor is it a matter of someone else gaining me. The 

sameness of peoples' minds holds when they are far off just as when 

they were close by. My sincerety is completed by myself. Even 

those who lived a hundred generations earlier are still revered as 

friends. How much more so those that live in this age! 

Oh! When study reaches this point, 

then it reaches many people, 

and one can authenticate the achievement oftheir self-completion. 

Those who were happy with this in the past all have been joyous and 

pleased. Can a student afford not to apply himself in study? 


